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For a system 2 A(x)+b(x)u, u(x)= s*(x)x, x e Nn, where the pair
(A(x),b(x)) is given, we obtain the feedback vector s(x) to stabilize the
corresponding closed loop system. For an arbitrarily chosen constant
vector g, a sufficient condition of the existence and an explicit form of a
similarity transformation T(A(x),b(x),g)is established. The latter
transforms matrix A(x)into the Frobenius matrix, vector b(x)into g, and
an unknown feedback vector s(x) into the first unit vector. The boundar-
ies of A(y,g) are determined by the boundaries of [ xk xk
0, n-1. The stabilization of the transformed system is subject to the
choice of the constant vector g.
Key words: Similarity Transformation, Derivative in Virtue of Sys-
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1. Introduction
Consider the system
A(x)x + b(x)u, u(x) s*(x)x, x e Nn, (1)
where the pair (A(x), b(x))is given and feedback vector s(x)is to be determined. We
intend to construct a similarity transformation matrix T- T(A(x),b(x))that trans-
forms matrix A(x)into Frobenius matrix A (x) of the similar system
4 (y)y +’ (y)u, u(y) *(y)y, (y) T(x)A(x)T l(x) + (x)T l(x). (2)
A solution to the dual problem is known. For a given totally observable pair
(A(x),s(x)), the similarity transformation is defined, that provides a Frobenius form
for the matrix of the similar system and transforms the given vector s(x) into e
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(1, 0,..., 0)* [1].
The primal and dual problems are equivalent for linear systems. However, there is
no such equivalence for nonlinear systems.
Furthermore, the solution to the primal problem is obtained for nonlinear systems
without reference to dual analogs. The similarity transformation matrix T-
T(A(x),b(x),g) is determined by the choice of a vector g const. The transformed
system’s stabilization is achieved by a proper choice of vector g.
2. The Setting of the Problem
We assume that the given pair (A(x),b(x))is continuously differentiable 2n- 1 times.
Our goal is to determine vector s(x), which provides exponential stability of the
closed loop system (1).
3. Main Results
We begin with the construction of a similarity transformation matrix, which provides
the Frobenius form for the matrix of the transformed system. Consider the operators
and k(x) k_ 1(.1(X)). (3)
These operators determine the derivatives with respect to the system 5: A(x)x.
They can be described by the corresponding matrix L(x) as (x)= L(x)x [1].
Consider the similarity transformation y T(x)x, such that for an arbitrary s(x)
we have
Yl s*(x)x,
dn -1
Yn Yn- 1 (dt)nYl"
(4)
dks* lk dk -1 .kds*r Yk (dt)k
x + c dt)k- 1s’L1x +"" + "k--t-’k- I x"
Then, according to [1], the matrix of the transformed system A(y)-
T(x)A(x)T-l(x) + (x)T- l(x)is a Frobenius matrix with the last linearly indepen-
dent row (al(Y),...,an(y)) and an arbitrary (unknown) vector s(x)turned into the
unit vector eI (1,0,...,0)*.
Consider matrix T(x)defined by (4):
Here and further, if a derivation is performed with respect to the system
A(x)x, we haveStabilization of Nonlinear Systems by Similarity Transformations 521
T() -s (x) + s*(X)Ll(X
c , .*() ()
j-o -l(dt)3 -1-j
k-1
*-- . C dJ S* with tk
J 0 l(dt)j (x)Lk- 1- j(x).
Consider an arbitrary vector g- const and construct vector b (y)- T(x)b(x) by
equating T(x)b(x)= g. Then,
k-1
gk E c
d3 .s*(x)Lk j(x)b(x) const
a) j=0
i.e.
dm -0, for k,m-l,n (dt)mgk
Then, gl) d s*(x -dgI --[s* x b x -t- )-tb x O,
gk dk
(dt)k
gl
k dk_ j c(t,)_ *(x) ,,
.() o.
j=o (dt)
Then, g2- g2- gl)_ s,(x)fl(x) where
re(x)
then, gk
k dJ ;s*(x’ dk -
Jjfl(x), and ,
EoC(,t) ’(t)- (di)g
j=
g3- g3- 2g1)- g2)_ 8,(x)(f2(x 2ttfl(X))
where d2 )b(x). f2(x) (L2(x) idi)2
Consider the vector sequence ri(x):
(6)
rO(x b(x), rl(X fl(x),
where
k-1
rk(x fk(x)- C(J{)jf
k_ j(x),
j=l
( dk) fk(x) Lk(x)-
(dt)
k b(x).
Then, we have gl--8*(X)ro(X), g2--8*(X)rl(X)’ and by induction we obtain the522 IRINA E. ZUBER
formula k-2
gk- gk-E cg_ lgJ)_l 8*(X)rk_ l(X). (8)
j=l
So, g G*(x)s(x), where
S(X) a- l*(x)g. (10)
The above results can be summarized as Theorem 1.
Theorem 1: Assume that the matrix G(x) in (9) is nonsingular for x E Rn and the
pair (A(x),G- l*(x)g) is totally observable.
Then the similarity transformation matrix T(x, g), defined by
g*G-l(x)
d -1 ,G-l(x)Ll(X)
n-1
E Cn-l(ddt;jg*e -l(x)in-l-
j=0
(11)
transforms the original matrix A(x)into a Frobenius matrix A (y, g), the vector b(x)
into g, and an arbitrary vector s(x)into eI -(1,0,...,0)*.
Note now that, if system (1) is defined for II x I[ -< K, we can estimate the norm of
the corresponding matrix A (y, g). The last row of matrix A (y, g) is defined by
dYn d x)x + t*n(x)L1x dt an(y’ g)y -
tn(
where t(x, g) is the last row of matrix T(x, g) defined by (11). Thus the elements of
a(y, g) depend linearly on the integers gi, i- 1, n; i.e. they do not depend on
Replace vector g in (11) by the unit vector e and denote the obtained matrix of
transformation by T and the last row of the transformed system’s matrix A (Y, ei) by
a(y,i)-(ai(Y,i),...,Cn(Y,i)). If system (1)is. defined for Ilxll- K, then there
exists integers m such that aij(y,i) <_ m, for Il x ll <_ It’, y-Ti(x)x. Now
consider an arbitrarv constant vector g 0 and construct matrix T(x,g) defined by
(11) and matrix A(y,g) of the system transformed by y-T(x,g)x. Then for
elements of last row i(Y,g)- (i(Y,g),’",n(Y,g)) of matrix A(y,g), we obtain the
estimate
]j(Yl) mj m, II x K,y T(x,g)x. (12)
Now considering a system similar to (1) by the transformation T(x,g) we will
select a vector g const which provides its stability and then we will return to (1) (if
the inverse transformation exists).Stabilization of Nonlinear Systems by Similarity Transformations 523
Consider the specified system"
A0() +,
where
010...0
001...0
al(y)...an(Y)
y E Y C n,
e (1,0,...,0)*
Consider a positive-definite matrix H0= PCP,
1, n, c {cij}, cii 1, cii_ 1 cii + 1 1/2,
according to [2] construct
r AH0- lel A const
(13)
where P diag{hi}, h > O,
cij=O j<i=l, j<i+l;
We intend to demonstrate that the proper choice of n + 1 integers h > O, 1, n,
provides (for an arbitrary integer a > 0) the fulfillment of the condition
D(y)Ho + HoDo(Y < -cI, (6)
where Do(Y Ao(Y + re.
Let us introduce the following notation:
/o(Y) y*L(y)y Y*QoY + Y*(elr*Ho q- Hotel)Y" (17)
Here Q0 A*Ho + HoA is the matrix of the derivative of form (15) in virtue of
open loop system /- Ao(y)y. Also set
La(y) = L(y) + aI Qa(y) Qo(Y) + I. (18)
The negative definiteness of matrix L(y) is equivalent to the existence of n sign
changes in the sequence of the main diagonal minors, of matrix L(y) (for every y)
(Sylvester criterion [3]).
We begin the inspection of the diagonal minors from the right lower corner of the
matrix.
Lemma 1: The first n of the main diagonal minors of La(y), Ai(La), i= 0, n-1,
do not depend on r and are therefore equal to the respective minors of matrix Qa.
The validity of the statement is a straightforward consequence of the structure of
matrices H0 and A0 [2]. Now we propose to choose the parameters hi, i- 1,n as to
guarantee (n-1) sign changes in the n-tuple Aj, j- 0, n-1, A0 -1, of the main
diagonal minors of matrix Qa(y).
Lemma 2: Denote the right lower (i x i)-corner of the matrix Qa(y) by Q(y), its
column by qi, and its determinant by A i. Then the following assertions hold true:
1. The element qii depends on hn_ j_ 1 linearly and does not depend on h for
i<n-j-1.
2. The element qij does not depend on hj for j < n-i.
3. The required sign of A (and its consistency) may be reached throughout the
choice of hn 1"
The validity of the first two assertions follows directly from the structure of the
matrices A0 and H0. The validity of Assertion 3 follows from the equality [3]
Vo(y Y*HoY. (15)
r const.
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a a- 1(.- q;(O- 1)- lq).
Fixing hn (hn 1, for example) we may now get the required (n- 1) sign changes in
the sequence Aj (A0- 1,A1,...,An_I) by the choice of integers hn_l,...,hI from
the inequalities
i-1 -1 qn 1, n 1 ql ((o qi < O. (19)
The choice of parameter A in (14) provides the fulfillment of the condition that
sign(detLa(y)/An_ 1La(y))is negative. Indeed, in view of (14), La(y)- Qa + 2Aele
and consequently, det Qa + 2AAn 1- detLa"
So, it is sufficient to choose
I sup detQa/An 1 (20)
y
to obtain the negative definiteness of La. Thus, the following theorem is proved.
Threm 2: For system (13) there exists, and is defined by the proper choice of
integers , h > O, i-, vector r described is formula (14), which provides exponen-
tial stability for the closed loop system (13)-(14) and the existence of its Lyapunov
function (15).
Corolly: Assume that system (13) is delined Ior II y II K1. Thn h domain
of exponential stability for the closed loop system (13)-(14) is defined by the formula
amen(H0) (1) II Y II
2 mx(HoDKl
where min(H0) and 1max(H0) are minimal and maximal eigenvalues 4 the matrix
Ho, respectively. The validity of this statement follows from Theorem 1.7 of [4].
Note: Consider system (1) for II II K and choose vector g as
, ()
where r is defined according to Theorem 2.
We assume that matrices G(x)and T(x) defined by formulas (9) and (11), respect-
ively, are nonsingular for I x II K. Then the transformation y- T(x,g)x transfers
closed loop system (1), where s(x)-G-l*(x)g, into system (13)-(14) for
y K1, where
K1
K
Sup T- l(,g)I1"
In this case, the Lyapunov function of system (1) is determined by Lyapunov
function (15)of system (13)-(14)"
v()- *H(),
(a)
H() + T- I*()HoT- 1().
Now we stipulate for transformed system (2) the stabilizing vector g- const given
by Theorem 2 and return to the general type of system, i.e., to system (1). Then the
following statement holds true.
Threm 3: g matrices G(x) and T(x) defined by formulas (9) and (11) are
noigua fo II II K, h cod oop ym (1), (11) is exponentially stable
min (H(x))K, (24) fo II II max (H(x))Stabilization of Nonlinear Systems by Similarity Transformations 525
and the Lyapunov function of this system is defined by equation (23).
The validity of this statement is obvious, because the nonsingularity of matrix
T(x) for II x II -< K provides the existence of the inverse transformation here. Note
that nonsingularity of matrix T(x) implies the total observability of the pair
(A(x),e*-l(x)g).
To demonstrate the example, which follows, we must state explicitly what kind of
matrix norm we intend to use. We choose the maximal eigenvalue of a matrix
(M’M)1/2 as a norm of matrix M. Here the following lemma will be useful.
Lemma 3: Assume that M is an arbitrary nonsingular matrix, detM 5 O. Then,
n sT1
I[ M-111 <_ Sp(i*i))Y(det(i*i)) 2n
Here Sp(. is the sum of eigenvalues of(. [3].
1 1
Proof of Lemma 3: Let r- (Sp(M*M))2(det(M*M)) 2n and let #(M) and
u(M) be maximal and minimal eigenvalues of the matrix (M’M)1/2, respectively.
Then #(M- 1)/u(M- 1) #(M)/u(M) <_ rn [2]. Hence, #(M- 1) _<
7rnv(M- 1) 7rn(det(M,M))- 2/n, and, therefore, II M- 1 II #(M- 1) _
1 n+l
(Sp(M*M))2(det(M*M)) 2n
4. Example
Consider the stabilization of system (1) for n 4. Then the matrix of system (13) is
A(y)
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
al(Y) a2(Y) a3(Y) a4(Y)
]all <_ mi, i-- 1,4. (25)
We will construct matrix H0 and vector r- ,H0- lel, which provide for arbitrary
given a > 0 the fulfillment of the condition l < -cV0. Form matrixQ Q0 + cI,
where Q0 is the matrix of 12o with respect to open loop system (13), (25):
Q {qij}i =1 2Chll
hll -+- 2(h12
alh34 + h12
alh44
hll --
2h12
2(h12 + cth22)
h22 + 2cth23
+ a2h34
a2h44 -+- h23
alh34 + hi2
h22 -+- 2ch23
%- a2h34
2(h23 + ch33
+ ailh34)
(a4 + 2c)h34
+ a3h44 -k- h33
alh44
a2h44 --
h23
(a4 + 2c)h34
-t- a3h44 + h33
2(h34
+ h44(a4 + o))
Here hij--hihj/2 hii-h. Set h4 1, and then from the condition
A1 q44 < --e/2, we obtain h3 e + m4 + ct. Now consider A2 q33q44- q4" The
condition A2 > /2 in view of (19) gives h2 >_ h2 h3--l(Sup (q4(h3)/q44(h3)) +
ch32 + m3]. Y II _< K526 IRINA E. ZUBER
Consider the next minor A3(h3, h2, hl). From the condition h3 <-/2, we
obtain, in terms of the notation in Lemma 2, hI > Sup (qQ-lq3)+ah22, or in
n n+l
terms of Lemma 3, h e + 2h + Sup II qa II 2(Sp(Qa*Qa))(Ydet(QaQa))* 2
Matrix H0 of form V0 is therefore obtained. Now we find the integer , from the
inequality (20), i.e., < -Sup detQ/Aal. Consider the similarity transforma-
tion T(x,g)x for the obtained vector g r and corresponding inverse
transformation. Consider system (1) transformed from the stabilized system by the
inverse transformation. Then vector s(x), which provides exponential stability to
system (1) for n- 4, is defined by formulas -
//0- q, g- r, s(m)- G*-l(m)9,
where G(x)is given by (9).
5. Snmmary
Stabilization of a class of smooth nonlinear systems is obtained. These results can be
extended for time-varying systems.
The determined class of similarity transformation matrices T(x,g) with an
arbitrary constant vector g provides the following form for the transformed system’s
matrix:
D (y, g) A (y, g) + ge1.
Here A (y, g) is a Frobenius matrix: its norm does not depend on g and for matrix
A(y,g),~estimates (12) are valid. The obtained form for the closed loop system’s
matrix D(y,g) leads to optimization problems for system (1).
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